Tier Pricing Camp Joy

True cost of agency and open enrollment camp is $615. The Camp Joy Foundation is committed to subsidizing this cost to give the opportunity of summer camp to all children.

**Tier 4 - $350**
Most accurately reflects the true cost of camp while still being subsidized by the Camp Joy Foundation. This is for families who have the means to pay a higher amount, paying this amount supports many other campers who cannot afford the true cost of camp.

**Tier 3 - $150**
This rate is partially subsidized by the Camp Joy Foundation. This is for those families that cannot afford the full fee, yet still want to support camps.

**Tier 2 - $75**
This rate is heavily subsidized but is an opportunity for families to support other Camp Joy campers.

**Tier 1 - $50**
This rate is the most heavily subsidized by the Camp Joy Foundation. This rate for families whose children would not be able to attend camp otherwise. Camp Joy encourages families to pay this tier if this is the most affordable. This is the most heavily subsidized by the Camp Joy Foundation.

Cancellation: Payments can be refunded if cancellation is made 30 days prior to the first day of camp. After this date, ALL payments are non-refundable.